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James Corden and Mat Horne are everywhere right
now, including The River. Stephanie Phillips talks
EXCLUSIVELY to the boys about their gory new film

Amazed: James
Corden, Mat
Horne and
MyAnna Buring
in Lesbian Vampire Killers
Pictures: Rex Features
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A half-naked girl, who is slowly decomposing, is
being kept in place under a shower by a man holding her
breasts whilst a deadpan vicar screams the Lord’s Prayer
behind them.
This is a scene that could only feature in the new film
Lesbian Vampire Killers starring those guys from Gavin
and Stacey, James Corden and Mathew
Horne.
So the lads spent a
few months frolicking around with
supposed lesbian
vampires and
fondling their
chests - it
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must have been a fun scene to film?
“It wasn’t my favourite scene actually,” said James.
“It was probably one of the worst days I think. It was
like a really long day where you’re all wet and covered
in goo.
“There were two girls, one was Tiffany, sorry Ashley,
and there was another girl in a whole bodysuit and
half her face was decayed and that was the girl I
had to do so there was nothing really erotic
in it in any way.”
So it was a memorable yet disturbing scene to film. It is
strange to see James anywhere near a film like this
as he has admitted that
he hates horror.
“I don’t really
like horror films,
I don’t enjoy
being scared.
I quite like
romantic
comedies and
things.
“The only
thing I remember giving me
nightmares was
Stephen King’s
It. To this day
that is one of
the scariest
things I’ve
ever seen in
my life.”
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Lesbian Vampire Killers does not need much explaThis would all be amazing if it were not for the ternation. It pretty much does what it says on the label. A rible reviews Horne and Corden has received since it
blood, gore and girls-fest, packed to the brim with smut- first aired a few weeks ago.
ty jokes and girl-on-girl scenes that will make James
The show is filmed in front of an audience and feaand Mat heroes to every teenage boy in the country.
tures pre-recorded sketches about gay war corresponJames and Mat, who are both 30, play Fletch and Jim- dents, which has lead to accusations of homophobia,
my, two no-hopers who just happen to stumble upon a and various others which all rely on James’ weight for
village full of bloodthirsty lesbian vampires (boo) and a the punch line.
campervan full of beautiful foreign girls (yay).
It is hard to whitewash over the poor reviews they reThe pair have a definite chemistry together. They ceived but the real question is why did the boys try and
bounce ideas off each other and even finish each other’s enhance their flourishing careers with the dying art of
sentences, which is amazing as they only met on the set the sketch show?
of Gavin and Stacey a few years ago.
Was it just because of the money they would have
Their casual back and forths showcase a genuine been offered after Gavin and Stacey’s success?
friendship unlike some of the industry’s more transparMat says that the sketch show gave them the opportuent partnerships.
nity to create “something based on friendship”.
Of his friendship with Mat, James said: “I’ve never
The sketch show seems to have become an unfortumet a more supportive man and loyal friend, certainly nate blemish on the boys otherwise sparkling careers.
in this business.”
There is a worry that Lesbian Vampire Killers will
At first sight the pair seem like two completely differ- turn that blemish into a great big stain after the controent people. Mat is a quiet and reserved man who enjoys versy that has already surrounded the film before it has
nothing better than to go to a gig in a sweaty pub.
even been released.
James is the complete opposite; a loud but lovable
You will not see posters for the movie on public transindividual, he practically leads the whole press confer- port because they have been banned. The posters have
ence. He is basically an overly-excitable manchild.
been deemed as sexually offensive as they might offend
It is easy to imagine him in his bedroom as a child lesbians and are unsuitable for children.
learning dance routines to Take That songs, which is
This may be a chance for anyone who wishes to deexactly how he spent his
clare the incident as yet
teenage years.
another case of PC gone
“I used to know the
but surely this is a
I don’t really like horror films, I mad
opening 35 minutes of
controversy to be exdon’t enjoy being scared. I quite pected when you give a
Take That in Berlin, the
whole routine. I would eilike romantic comedies and things film such an in-your-face
ther be Gary or Robbie,”
title as Lesbian Vampire
said James.
Killers.
“And still to this day… you remember last year when
Back on a lighter note, Gavin and Stacey, the prothere was that story about ‘Oh is Robbie going to re- gramme they can be proud of, is doing well in America
join the band?’ I was so worried because in the back of and is being shown on BBC America.
my head in some way I still think they’re going to need
So what does the future hold for the comedy duo?
me.
Well another Gavin and Stacey is already in the mak“At some point they’re going to need me, like How- ing and James is set to feature in a Twentieth Century
ard’s going to hurt his leg, Gary’s going to lose his voice Fox adaptation of Gulliver’s Travels with his hero Jack
and they’re going to go ‘Oh no, we can’t cancel. Get Black.
Corden’.”
Of Black, James says: “He’s just everything that you
They do seem to meet on some points - mainly that want him to be. I can’t speak highly enough of what he
Leona Lewis’ Bleeding Love is a “modern classic”.
was like in that audition either.”
Both together and apart they have appeared in groundWith a highly-anticipated film, BBC sketch show and
breaking comedies, James in Fat Friends and Mat in riding on the back of success of Gavin and Stacey, the
The Catherine Tate Show. To be able to work so well guys are aware that they are everywhere right now and
together they must agree on what’s good comically.
are worried about overexposure.
“That’s the thing. Mat and I are completely different
“We’re very mindful of [overexposure] but a lot of it
people, but like a Venn diagram we kind of meet in the is not to do with us,” said Mat. “We are obliged to supbit in the middle,” said James.
port those projects and it’s out of our hands.”
The success of Gavin and Stacey has opened a door of
James added that they would promise to “disappear”
opportunities for them and has led to a possible appear- after the publicity had died down.
ance at the Isle of Wight festival and Horne and Corden,
Disappear? I think they have misunderstood the bad
their new, highly-publicised sketch show which is di- reviews. No one wants them to go away.
rected by the legendary Kathy Burke, of Harry Enfield
It would be a shame to lose two of Britain’s best comand Chums fame.
ic actors even for a little while.
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